
Five objections to FAIR 
and how to overcome them
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Our risk program

5 common objections

Parting thoughts

Q&A

Agenda



Our Leadership Wanted More

Cost/benefit analysis

ROI

Risks in business language ($)

No fear mongering



We slowly, and 
carefully, moved 
to risk 
quantification…



Objection!





“FAIR risk 
managers need a 

degree in 
Statistics to do 

an analysis”

#1 Steep Analyst Learning Curve



FAIR leverages centuries-old 
techniques

The FAIR community is vast

So are the Stats, Finance and 
Business Forecasting fields

We say…



“I need a 
degree in 
Stats to 

UNDERSTAND 
a risk analysis”

#2 Steep Consumer Learning Curve



Meet people where they are

We say…



#3 It’s not 
perfect

“Your risk 
analysis doesn’t 

account for all the 
millions of 

possibilities of 
things that can 

happen” 

#3 It’s not perfect



Our Mission

We don’t 
want to count 
all the things.

We say…



“If your inputs 
are garbage, 

then the results 
will be garbage”

#4 Garbage in, garbage out



Use your experts!

…but no more than 8!

Debias your experts

Leverage all three types of data sources

We say…



Where do we get data?

External 
Research

Subject 
Matter 

Experts
Internal 

Incidents

External Research
We use external research (Verizon DBIR,
Cyentia reports); SEC filings for event
type and cost data; news reports; public
insurance claim data (e.g. Advisen), other
reports for trends, threats, emerging risk,
vectors, etc.

Internal Incidents
All previous incidents that have occurred
at Netflix help us forecast future events.

Subject Matter Experts
We ask experts to take external and
internal data and filter it through their
years of experience and knowledge
about the environment that helps us
adjust our forecasts.



#5 It takes longer

“We could do 15 
r/y/g/assessments 
in the time it take 
you to do 1 FAIR”



A quantitative risk assessment does take 
longer than qualitative – but only 
marginally longer

Collecting quantitative data is about 10% 
of of the total time spent on a risk project

All other activities must be done regardless 
of the methodology

We say…

Unique to quant 
risk



To summarize…



Objection, or advantage?

It takes longer Yes, but only marginally so

Steep analyst learning curve Plethora of resources

Steep consumer learning curve We provide context + data

Garbage in, garbage out Multiple validation checks

Objection We say…

It’s not perfect Perfection is not the goal



Questions?


